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Abstract. LetA=Ag;1;n denote the moduli scheme overZ[1=n]of p.p.g-dimensional abelian varieties
with a leveln structure; its generic fibre can be described as a Shimura variety. We study its ‘Shimura
subvarieties’. Ifx2A is an ordinary moduli point in characteristicp, then we formulate a local
‘linearity property’ in terms of the Serre–Tate group structure on the formal deformation space (=
formal completion ofA atx). We prove that an irreducible algebraic subvariety ofA is a ‘Shimura
subvariety’ if, locally at an ordinary pointx, it is ‘formally linear’. We show that there is a close
connection to a differential-geometrical linearity property in characteristic 0.

We apply our results to the study of Oort’s conjecture on subvarietiesZ ,!A with a dense
collection of CM-points. We give a reformulation of this conjecture, and we prove it in a special case.
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Introduction

In this second part of our work on ‘linearity properties’, which for a large part is
independent of Part I (= [19]), we continue our investigation of subvarieties of
Hodge type in a given Shimura variety. We study their properties, and in particular
the question of how such subvarieties of Hodge type can be characterized. Here we
are not looking for adescriptionof all subvarieties (which can be given in terms of
the Deligne formalism of Shimura varieties) but rather for directcharacterizations
of when an algebraic subvarietyZ ,! ShK(G;X) is of Hodge type. The conjectures
of Coleman and Oort (see the introduction of Part I; for Oort’s conjecture see also
below and Section 5) can be seen as motivating problems.

In this paper, we restrict our attention to subvarietiesZ ,! Ag;1;n of the moduli
space ofg-dimensional abelian varieties (+ polarization and a level structure).
Similar to Th. 4.3 in Part I, we prove that an algebraic subvarietyZ is of Hodge
type if and only if it satisfies a certain ‘linearity property’. In this case, however,
we work with a linearity property (called ‘formal linearity’) of more arithmetic
flavour than the ‘total geodesicness’ considered in Part I. The set-up is as follows.

LetZ ,! Ag;1;n
F be an absolutely irreducible algebraic subvariety ofAg;1;n

over a number fieldF . Let p be a prime ofOF not dividing n, write Ag =

Ag;1;n 
 bOp, and defineZ ,! Ag as the Zariski closure ofZ insideAg. Suppose
x 2 Z 
 �(p) is a closed ordinary moduli point. Taking formal completions
at the pointx, we obtain formal schemesZx ,! Ax over Spf(�), where� =
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4 BEN MOONEN
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� 
W (�(p))
bOp. By Serre–Tate theory,Ax has a natural structure of a

formal torus. We say thatZ is formally linear atx if Zx ,! Ax is a formal
subtorus.

Our study of this notion of formal linearity was motivated by results of Rutger
Noot ([21], see also [22]). He proved that if we start with a subvarietyZ of Hodge
type, then the modelZ as above is formally linear at all closed ordinary points
x (possibly excluding finitely many primesp). We give a precise formulation of
Noot’s results in Section 4.

One of our objects in this paper is to prove that, conversely, a weakened version
of formal linearity implies that the subvarietyZ is of Hodge type. More precisely:

THEOREM. LetZ ,! Ag;1;n 
 F be an irreducible algebraic subvariety of the
moduli spaceAg;1;n, defined over a number fieldF . Suppose there is a primep
of OF such that the modelZ of Z (as in Section3.3) has formally quasi-linear
components at some closed ordinary pointx 2 (Z 
 �(p))�. ThenZ is of Hodge
type, i.e., every irreducible component ofZ 
F C is a subvariety of Hodge type.

Notice that this statement is very similar to Corollary 5.5 in Part I, to which,
in fact, we reduce the proof. The definitions and preliminaries that are needed to
establish the main results, are discussed in Sections 1–3. The above theorem is
proved in Section 4.

Next we try to apply our characterization to Oort’s conjecture. Recall that this
conjecture says that an irreducible algebraic subvarietyZ ,! Ag;1;n
C containing
a Zariski dense collection of CM-points should be a subvariety of Hodge type.
What we would like to prove therefore, is that the existence of such a Zariski dense
collection of CM-points implies that, for some primep, we obtain a modelZ which
is formally linear at some ordinary pointx. Unfortunately, we can only prove this
under an additional assumption. Although this does not settle Oort’s conjecture
in general, we think that both the methods used and the resulting variant of the
conjecture (see 5.3) are interesting in their own right.

We conclude with some applications. In Section 5 we apply the main results
discussed above to prove Oort’s conjecture in a particular situation. For a precise
statement, see 5.7. In the last section we study the Zariski closure of the moduli
point of Xcan, whereX is an ordinary abelian variety in characteristicp (not
necessarily defined over a finite field). First we show that this Zariski closure,
call it Z, is a subvariety of Hodge type. Knowing this, one wonders how dim(Z)
compares to the dimension of the Zariski closurefxgZar � Ag;1;n 
 Fp of the
moduli point ofX. Clearly, if x is a closed point, then both dimensions are zero.
In general, dim(Z) > dim(fxgZar). We show (joint work with A.J. de Jong and
F. Oort) that there exist ordinary moduli pointsx with dim(fxgZar) = 1 and
dim(Z) = g(g + 1)=2.
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 5

1. Definitions and preliminaries

1.1. Recall that a Shimura datum(G;X) is a pair consisting of an algebraic group
G overQ and aG(R)-conjugacy classX � Hom(S; GR) satisfying the axioms [8,
(2.1.1.1-3)]. We write ShK(G;X) for the canonical model, defined over the reflex
fieldE(G;X), of the Shimura variety associated to a Shimura datum(G;X) and a
compact open subgroupK � G(A f ); by definition we thus have

ShK(G;X)(C ) = G(Q)nX �G(A f )=K:

In this context, we adopt the notational convention that symbolsX,Y etc. represent
the conjugacy classes which are part of a Shimura datum, and that symbolsX, Y
etc. represent connected components (which are hermitian symmetric domains).

Let f : (G1;X1) ! (G2;X2) be a morphism of Shimura data (i.e., a homomor-
phismf :G1 ! G2 of algebraic groups overQ inducing a map fromX1 toX2) and
letK1 � G1(A f ), K2 � G2(A f ) be compact open subgroups withf(K1) � K2.
We obtain a morphism

f(K1;K2): ShK1(G1;X1)! ShK2(G2;X2)

of associated Shimura varieties. IfS ,! ShK2(G2;X2) is an irreducible component
of the image off(K1;K2) then we callS a subvariety of Shimura type.

In general, the class of subvarieties of Shimura type is not stable under Hecke
correspondences. We say that an algebraic subvarietyS ,! ShK(G;X) is a sub-
variety of Hodge type if there is a subvarietyS0 ,! ShK(G;X) of Shimura type
and a Hecke correspondenceT� (with � 2 G(A f )) such thatS is an irreducible
component of the imageT�(S0). For further discussion of this notion we refer to
[19]; here we only recall the following fact (loc. cit., Section 2).

PROPOSITION 1.2.LetS � ShK(G;X)be a subvariety of Hodge type. Then there
exists a compact open subgroupK 0 of G(A f ) contained inK, a representation
�:G! GL(V ), and an algebraic subgroupM � GL(V ), such that(i) � induces a
polarizable VHSV(�) overShK0(G;X), and(ii) S is the image under the natural
map ShK0(G;X) ! ShK(G;X) of an irreducible subvarietyS0 � ShK0(G;X)
such thatS0 is a maximal irreducible subvariety with generic Mumford–Tate group
M .

1.3. LetF be a field withE = E(G;X) � F � C . We extend the previous
definitions by defining an irreducible subvarietyS ,! ShK(G;X) 
 F to be of
Hodge type (resp. of Shimura type) if all irreducible components ofS 
F C are of
Hodge (resp. Shimura) type.

For such a subvarietyS to be of Hodge type, it then suffices to check that
oneof the irreducible components ofSC = S 
F C is of Hodge type. (Similarly
for subvarieties of Shimura type.) This is because the class of subvarieties of
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6 BEN MOONEN

Hodge type is stable under the action of Gal(Q=E) on the (non-connected) variety
ShK(G;X) 
 C – an easy consequence of the results on conjugation of Shimura
varieties, discussed in [17, Sect. II.4].

1.4. Let CSp2g be the group scheme of symplectic similitudes of the spaceZ2g

with its standard symplectic form , and leth�g denote the Siegel double space,
considered as a CSp2g(R)-conjugacy class of homomorphismsh:S! CSp2g;R. Set
Kn = fg 2 CSp2g(

bZ) j g � 1 (modn)g. As is well-known (see [7, Sect. 4]), we
can identify the Shimura variety ShKn(CSp2g; h

�
g ) with Ag;1;n
 Q. Here we write

Ag;1;n for the (coarse) moduli scheme overZ[1=n] of principally polarized abelian
varieties with a Jacobi leveln structure (by which we mean a leveln structure
which, for somechoice of annth root of unity, is symplectic in the sense of [12,
p. 121]). Ifn > 3 thenAg;1;n is a fine moduli scheme.

1.5 FORMAL SCHEMES. The theory of formal schemes is set up in [13, I. Sect. 10
and III, Sects 3–5]. Unfortunately, not everything we need is treated there. Lacking
a good reference, let us briefly discuss some definitions. Convention:all formal
schemes we use are noetherian and adic.

Let X be a formal scheme. We writeXred for the associated reduced scheme
([13, I, Sect. 10.5]), which has the same underlying topological space asX. We call
X connected if the underlying topological space is connected. We callX formally
reduced, if for all pointsx 2 X the local ringOx is reduced. LetY1 andY2

be closed formal subschemes ofX, defined by coherent ideal sheavesI1 andI2

respectively. We define the closed formal subschemeY1[Y2 � X by the sheaf of
idealsI1 \ I2, which again is coherent.

SupposeX is formally reduced. We sayX is formally irreducible if for all closed
formal subschemesY1;Y2 with X = Y1 [ Y2 we haveY1 = X or Y2 = X.
An excellent formal schemeX has a well-defined decomposition into (formal)
irreducible components.

Let f :X ! Y be a finite morphism of formal (noetherian and adic) schemes
(as defined in [13, III, Sect. 4.8]). TheOY-algebraf�OX is coherent (loc. cit.,
Proposition 4.8.6), henceK = Ker(OY ! f�OX) is also coherent (op. cit., 0I,
Corollary 5.3.4). We define the image off (in the sense of formal schemes) as
the closed formal subschemef(X) � Y defined by the idealK. It is the smallest
closed formal subscheme ofY through whichf factors.

The following two lemma’s will be used in Section 3. We leave the proofs to
the reader (or see [18, Chap. III, Sect. 3]).

LEMMA 1.6. Let bO be a complete discrete valuation ring, and writeS = Spf( bO).
Let X and Y be formally reduced, noetherian, adic formal schemes which are
flat and of finite type overS. SupposeXred andYred are equidimensional of the
same dimension. Letp:X! Y be a finiteS-morphism. Then for every irreducible
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 7

componentC � X, the imagep(C) � Y (in the sense of formal schemes) is an
irreducible component ofY.

LEMMA 1.7. Let bO be a complete discrete valuation ring, and writeS = Spec( bO),
S = Spf( bO). Letf :X ! S be anS-scheme, flat and of finite type overS. Writebf :X ! S for the formal completion ofX along its closed fibre. LetR be a
complete local domain which is finite and flat overbO, and lett: Spec(R) ! X
be anS-morphism. Writebt: Spf(R) ! X for the inducedS-morphism. Assumet
maps the generic point ofSpec(R) into the regular locus ofX. Then there is a
unique irreducible componentC � X such that̂t factors throughC.

2. Local moduli of abelian varieties

2.1. Fix an integern > 3 and a prime numberp with p - n. We also fix a perfect
field k of characteristicp. WriteW = W (k) for its ring of (infinite) Witt vectors,
and writeAg forAg;1;n
W . Let(Ag
k)� be the ordinary locus in characteristicp.
This is a locally closed subscheme ofAg, hence we can take the formal completion
along it to obtain a formal schemebAg = Ag=(Ag
k)� over Spf(W ).

LetU � Ag be an open subscheme such that the ordinary locusU \ (Ag 
 k)�
is a closed subscheme ofU , defined by an ideal sheafJ . Form > 0, letYm be the
subscheme ofU defined byJm and let(Xm; �m; �m) be the universal object over
Ym. ThenXm is an ordinary abelian scheme overYm and the multiplicative part
Xm[p]� of its p-torsion is a finite, locally free subgroup scheme ofXm of rankpg,
which moreover is maximal totally isotropic for the Weil pairinge�m . It follows
that the abelian schemeX 0

m = Xm=Xm[p]� has a principal polarization�0m such
that���0m = p � �m, where�:Xm ! X 0

m is the canonical map. Also, sincep - n,
the leveln structure�m naturally induces a leveln structure�0m onX 0

m.
The new triplet(X 0

m; �
0
m; �

0
m) corresponds to a morphism�m:Ym ! Ag, which

factors throughYm. These morphisms�m form a projective system. Taking the
inverse limit we obtain an endomorphism�U : bU ! bU on the formal completion.
Finally, we can glue these�U to obtain a morphism�can: bAg ! bAg over Spf(W ).
(Alternatively, we can take forU the complement of the non-ordinary locus in
characteristicp, in which casebU = bAg.) It lifts the endomorphism of(Ag 
 k)�

which is obtained by pulling back the Frobenius endomorphism of(Ag;1;n 
 Fp)
�

via Spec(k)! Spec(Fp).

2.2. Let(X0; �0; �0) be a principally polarized abelian variety of dimensiong with
a Jacobi leveln structure over Spec(k). It corresponds to some closed pointx ofAg.
Let Ax ! Spf(W ) be the formal completion ofAg atx. If x is an ordinary point
(i.e., ifX0 is ordinary) then, by Serre–Tate theory,Ax has a canonical structure of
a formal torus overS = Spf(W ). (See Section 3.1 for a brief discussion on formal
tori.) We will review some results that we need in the next sections. For proofs we
refer to [10], [15] and [16].
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8 BEN MOONEN

2.3. We will work with categoriesCW and bCW as in [27]. The objects ofCW are
the artinian localW -algebrasR such that the structure homomorphismW ! R is
local and induces an isomorphismk �! R=mR. ThenbCW is defined as the category
of complete noetherian localW -algebrasR such thatR=mi

R is in CW for all i. We
have a formal deformation functorDefoX0: CW ! Sets, given by

DefoX0(R)

=

(
isomorphism classes of pairs(X;');whereX is an abelian

scheme over Spec(R) and' is an isomorphism':X 
 k
�! X0

)
:

In a similar way one defines deformation functorsDefo(X0;�0) and
Defo(X0;�0;�0) of the pair(X0; �0), and the triplet(X0; �0; �0), respectively. Since
we consider leveln structures withp - n, the natural morphismDefo(X0;�0;�0) !Defo(X0;�0) is an isomorphism. The functorDefo(X0;�0;�0) is represented byAx.

Letk be an algebraic closure ofk, and writeW =W (k) for its ring of Witt vec-
tors. WriteTpX0 = TpX0(k) for the ‘physical’ Tate module ofX0. Overk we have
an isomorphism of functorsDefoX0
k

�! Hom(TpX

2
0 ; bGm). The deformation

spaceA := Ax
W is isomorphic to the formal subtorus Hom(Sym2(TpX0); bGm).

2.4. Let �:W ! W be the Frobenius automorphism ofW . Assume thatk
is finite. The Frobenius morphism Frob:X0 ! X

(p)
0 induces an isomorphism

X0=X0[p]�
�! X

(p)
0 . Using this we see that the formal completion ofAg at the

point�can(x) is isomorphic toA(�)
x = Ax �S;� S. The morphism�can introduced

in 2.1 therefore induces a morphismAx ! A
(�)
x , which we again call�can (cf.

[10, p. 135]). It is not difficult to see that this is a group homomorphism. If
N = p log(#k) (i.e., k �= FpN ) then�N

can is an endomorphism ofAx. It is the
endomorphism ‘raising to thepN th power’ in the groupAx.

The next lemma, which we quote from the appendix to [10] by Katz, shows
that the group structure is uniquely determined by the fact that it is compatible
with �can.

LEMMA 2.5 (Katz, [10, A.1]). Letk be a perfect field of characteristicp > 0, let
W = W (k) its ring of Witt vectors, and let�:W �! W be the automorphism
induced by the Frobenius automorphism ofk. LetM be a formally smooth affine
formal scheme of finite type overW , i.e.,M �= Spf(W [[t1; : : : ; tn]]). Suppose we
are given a morphism�:M!M(�) of formal schemes overW whose reduction
modulop is the Frobenius morphismFrob:M
W k ! (M
W k)(p).

(i) Given(M;�), there exists at most one structure of commutative formal group
overW onM for which the given map�:M!M(�) is a group homomor-
phism.
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 9

(ii) If this structure exists, it makesM into a formal torus and the given� is the
unique homomorphism lifting Frobenius.

(iii) If (M1;�1) and(M2;�2) both admit group structures as in(i), then a mor-
phismf :M1 !M2 of formal schemes overW is a group homomorphism if
and only if�2 � f = f (�) � �1.

2.6. Choose aZp-basis�1; : : : ; �g for TpX0. WritingA := W [[qij�1]]=(qij�qji)
we obtain an isomorphismA = Hom(Sym2(TpX0); bGm) �= Spf(A), whereqij
represents the character sending' 2 HomR(Sym2(TpX0); bGm) to '(�i 
 �j) 2bGm(R) = 1+mR.

Let X! A be the universal (polarized) formal abelian scheme. TheA-module
H = H1

DR(X=A) with the Gauß-Manin connectionr and its Hodge filtration

F0 = H � F1 = H0(X;
1
X=A)

has the structure of an ordinary HodgeF -crystal of level 1 (see [10] and [15]). To
the chosen basis�1; : : : ; �g one associates elementsa1; : : : ; ag andb1; : : : ; bg ofH
such thatF1 = A �b1�� � ��A �bg andH is the direct sum ofU = A �a1�� � �A �ag
andF1. For the connectionr we have

r(ai) = 0; r(bj) =
X
i

ai 
 �ij

for certain forms�ij 2 
1
A=W (continuous differential forms). Furthermore,

F (�can)�
�
can(a

(�)
i ) = ai; F (�can)�

�
can(b

(�)
i ) = pbi;

��can(�
(�)
ij ) = p�ij and d�ij = 0:

In particular,U is a unit sub-F -crystal ofH.
Let K be the fraction field ofW (k) and write�ij = log(qij) 2 K[[qij � 1]].

LetB = K[[�ij ]]=(�ij � �ji), then we obtain a homomorphismA! B by sending

qij to exp(�ij). We have the identities��can(q
(�)
ij ) = qpij;�

�
can(�

(�)
ij ) = p�ij and

�ij = d�ij. If 0:A!W (k) is the Teichm̈uller lift of the augmentation mapA � k
with respect to�can thenqij(0) = 1 and�ij(0) = 0.

Write cj = bj�Pi �ijai. The elementsa1; : : : ; ag; c1; : : : ; cg form a horizontal
B-basis forH b
AB, and the Hodge flagF1b
AB is spanned by the elements
cj +

P
i �ijai.

2.7. As above, assume thatk is finite, and letN = plog(#k). We still assume
thatX0 is an ordinary abelian variety. Write� = �X0:X0 ! X0 for the Froben-
ius endomorphism ofX0 (so ‘� = FrobN ’). Let R be an object ofbCW and let
s: Spf(R) ! Ax be anR-valued point ofAx over Spf(W ). Let Xs denote the
corresponding abelian scheme over Spec(R).
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We say that an abelian schemeX over Spec(R) is of CM-type if End0(X 
R)
contains a commutative semi-simpleQ-subalgebra of rank 2g overQ. HereR =
Rb
W . If R is a normal domain thenX is of CM-type if and only if its generic
fibre is of CM-type.

LEMMA 2.8. (i) The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) s is the identity element ofAx(R).
(b) EndR(Xs)

�! Endk(X0).
(c) �m lifts to an endomorphism ofXs for somem > 1.

In caseR =W (k), these conditions are also equivalent to

(d) the FrobeniusFrob:X0 ! X
(p)
0 lifts to a homomorphismeF :X ! X(�).

(ii) The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) s is a torsion element ofAx(R).
(b) EndR(Xs)
 Z[1=p] �! Endk(X0)
 Z[1=p].
(c) Xs is isogenous to the liftingX1 (where1 2 Ax(R) is the identity element).
(d) Xs is of CM-type.

Up to some details (which we leave to the reader), a proof is obtained by
combining [16, Appendix] and [6, Sect. 3].

DEFINITION 2.9. SupposeR 2 bCW is a flatW -algebra. The lifting ofX0 over
Spec(R) corresponding to the identity element ofAx(R) is called the canonical
lifting of X0. We denote it byXcan

0 . The liftings ofX0 over Spec(R) corresponding
to the torsion elements ofAx(R) are called quasi-canonical liftings; by (ii) of the
lemma these are precisely the CM-liftings ofX0.

The property in 2.8(i) that Frob lifts can be formulated in terms of�can. Let us
give the statement in the form we need it. The proof of the following lemma is left
to the reader.

LEMMA 2.10. Consider the formal schemebAg over Spf(W ) as in Section2.1,
with k �= FpN . Letk ! k0 be a finite field extension, and lets: Spf

�
W (k0)

�! bAg

be aW (k0)-valued point, giving rise to a triplet(X;�; �) overSpec
�
W (k0)

�
. Let

Frob = FrobXk0=k
0 :Xk0 ! X

(p)
k0 be the Frobenius morphism. Ifa is a multiple

ofN thenFroba lifts to a morphismeF :X ! X(�a) overSpec(W ) if and only if
�a

can� s = s � �a.

2.11. So far we only discussed the ‘unramified’ case, studying formal completions
of the schemeAg;1;n over a ring of Witt vectors. By base change we can extend
most of the above results to a slightly more general situation, which is what we
need for the next sections. Since most of this is obvious, the following remarks are
mainly intended to fix notations, which agree with the ones used before.
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 11

Let F be a number field with ring of integersOF , and letp be a prime of
OF lying over p. We write bOp for the completion of the local ringOp. Write
Ag = Ag;1;n 
 bOp, and let bAg be the formal completion ofAg along the ordinary
locus in characteristicp. We obtain a morphism�can: bAg ! bAg over Spf( bOp) by
pulling back the�can defined in 2.1 via Spf( bOp)! Spf

�
W (�(p))

�
.

Let x be a closed point of the ordinary locus
�Ag 
 �(p)

��. Consider the ring
� =W

�
�(x)

�
W (�(p))
bOp, which is a complete local ring with residue field�(x),

and writeS = Spf(�). We letAx ! S be the formal completion ofAg atx (which
has a natural morphism toS). It is obtained via base changeS! Spf

�
W (�(x))

�
from a formal deformation space as studied above, and therefore has the structure
of a formal torus overS. Via this base change and the results of 2.6 we also get a
description of the de Rham cohomology H1

DR(X=A) in this more general setting.

2.12. Recall that ap-isogeny between principally polarized abelian schemes(X;�)
and(X 0; �0) of relative dimensiong over a base schemeS is an isogenyf :X ! X 0

such thatf��0 = pe � � for somee 2 Z>1. If this holds thenf has degreepeg. If X
andX 0 are equipped with leveln structures� and�0 (p - n) then we further require
thatf��0 = � (meaning that� ‘=’ �0 via the isomorphismT pX

�! T pX 0 on the
‘prime-to-p Tate modules’ induced byf ).

LetAg be the moduli stack of principally polarized abelian schemes, as in [12,
Chap. I, 4.3]. Thep-isogenies form a stackp-Isog, with two natural morphisms
pr1;pr2: p-Isog ! Ag obtained by associating to an isogenyf : (X;�) ! (X 0; �0)
its source(X;�), and its target(X 0; �0), respectively. Bounding the degree of the
isogeny gives a substack ofp-Isog which is representable by a relative scheme over
Ag �Ag. We writeIsog(peg) for the stack ofp-isogenies of degreepeg (it is empty
if the degree is not a power ofpg).

As a variant, we can take level structures into account. Choose an integern > 3
with p - n and, as before, writeAg;1;n for the moduli scheme over Spec(Z[1=n])of
principally polarizedg-dimensional abelian varieties with a Jacobi levelnstructure.
It is a fine moduli scheme (n > 3). By considering isogenies which respect level
structures we obtain a schemeIsog(peg) overAg;1;n � Ag;1;n; to keep notations
simple we here omit the subscript ‘g;1; n’.

2.13. We use the notationsF; p and bOp of 2.11, and we writeAg = Ag;1;n 
 bOp,
Isog(peg) = Isog(peg)
 bOp. WriteA�g � Ag for the open subscheme obtained by
deleting the non-ordinary locus in characteristicp. The isogenies lying overA�g �
A�g form an open subschemeIsog(peg)� of Isog(peg). The restricted projection
morphisms pri:Isog(peg)� ! A�g are finite and flat.

The ordinary locusIsog(peg)� 
 �(p) in characteristicp is a locally closed
subscheme ofIsog(peg). We can take the formal completion along it to obtain a
formal schemeIsog(peg)^ over Spf( bOp), with projection maps pri:Isog(peg)^ !bAg.
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12 BEN MOONEN

PROPOSITION 2.14.There is an open and closed formal subschemebI �
Isog(peg)^ such that the restrictionbpr1: bI ! bAg is an isomorphism, and such
that the composition

bAg
bpr
�1
1�! bI bpr2�! bAg

is equal to the morphism�e
can, where�can is defined as in2.1and2.11. The reduced

underlying schemebIred is a disjoint union of irreducible components.
Proof. This is essentially [12, Prop. VII. 4.1]; in the notation of loc. cit., ourbI

is the formal completion along the subscheme ofIsog(peg) classifying isogenies
of typeLmL with m = diag(pe � Idg;1 � Idg). In other words,bI is the formal
completion along the pull-back (via Spec(�(p)) ! Spec(Fp)) of the graph of the
Frobenius morphism. Let us nevertheless sketch a proof.

Except for the last statement, it suffices to prove the proposition overZp, since
all ingredients overbOp are obtained via pull-back over Spf( bOp) ! Spf(Zp). We
only do the casee = 1; the general argument only differs in that the notations are
more complicated.

Write (Xm; �m; �m) for the universal object overA�g
 (Z=pm). In Section 2.1,

we have defined�canon bAg as the limit of morphisms�m such that��m(Xm; �m;
�m) = (X 0

m; �
0
m; �

0
m), obtained by dividing outXm[p]�. (Here we apply the

discussion of Section 2.1 toU = A�g, in which caseJ = p � OU .)
We obtain a sectionsm of pr1:Isog(pg)� 
 (Z=pm) ! A�g 
 (Z=pm) by

associating to(Xm; �m; �m) the natural isogeny�m:Xm ! X 0
m = Xm=Xm[p]�

(compatible with polarizations and level structures). Clearly, pr2 � sm = �m on
Ym.

DefineIm � Isog(pg)� 
 (Z=pm) as the (scheme-theoretic) image ofsm. The
sectionsm maps into the open subscheme ofIsog(pg)� 
 (Z=pm) of isogenies
with a kernel of multiplicative type. Over this locus, the first projection is finite
étale (by rigidity of group schemes of multiplicative type). It follows thatIm is an
open and closed subscheme ofIsog(pg)�
(Z=pm), with sm:A�g
(Z=pm) �! Im.
Moreover,Im = Im+k 
(Z=pm+k) (Z=p

m) for everyk > 0.

DefinebI � Isog(peg)^ as the formal subscheme withbI 
 (Z=pm) = Im for
everym > 0. It follows from the preceding remarks thatbI is an open and closed
formal subscheme ofIsog(peg)^. The sections: bAg ! bI obtained by taking the
limit over allsm is an isomorphism, andbpr2�s = �can. This proves the proposition,
except for the statement thatbIred is a disjoint union of irreducible components. To
see this, remark that the topological space underlyingbIred is homeomorphic to
that of

�Ag 
 �(p)
��

= A�g 
 �(p). Since this is the disjoint union of irreducible

components, the same holds forbIred. 2
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 13

3. Formal linearity

3.1. Letk be a perfect field of characteristicp > 0, letk an algebraic closure ofk,
and writeW =W (k);W =W (k). Let� be a complete local noetherian ring with
residue fieldk. A formal groupM over Spf(�) (defined as in [11, Exposé VIIB])
is called a formal torus ifMb
� is isomorphic tobG dm for somed > 0, where
� = �b
WW (which again is a complete local noetherian ring). Such a formal
torus is completely determined by its fibreMb
�k. In particular, every formal torus
is defined overW , and there is an (anti-)equivalence of categories(

formal tori
over Spf(�)

)�

eq:�!
(

freeZp-modules of finite rank with a

continuous action of Galcont(�=�) �= Gal(k=k)

)

by associating toM its character groupX�(M) = Hom(Mb
�; bGm).
For a Galois submoduleY � X�(M) we writeN (Y ) for the common kernel

of the characters� 2 Y . If Y is primitive (meaning that the quotient group is
torsion free) this is a formal subtorus ofM with character groupX�(M)=Y . For
generalY it has the formN (Y ) = T � N , whereN is a formal subtorus ofM and
T is a torsion subgroup.

LEMMA 3.2. Let k be a finite field, and letW;M and� be as in Lemma2.5.
SupposeM has the structure of a formal torus such that�:M ! M(�) is a
group homomorphism. Let� be a complete discrete valuation ring with residue
field k, and letN � M� be an irreducible closed formal subscheme ofM� =
M�Spf(W ) Spf(�) which is flat over�. Take an integerm > 1 such that the
automorphism�m ofW lifts to an automorphism� of�.

(i) The following properties are equivalent.

(a) N is a formal subtorus ofM�.
(b) There is a primitive Galois submoduleY � X�(M) such thatN = N (Y )�.

(c) �mjN :N !M(�)
� , obtained by restricting

�m 
 Id:M� !M(�m) �Spf(W ) Spf(�) �=M(�)
�

toN , factors throughN (�) ,!M(�)
� = (M(�m))�.

(ii) The following properties are equivalent.

(a) N = T�N 0 is the translate of a formal subtorusN 0 �M� over an irreducible
closed formal subschemeT, flat over�, contained in thepn-torsion subgroup
M�[p

n] for somen > 0.
(b) There is a (possibly non-primitive) Galois submoduleY � X�(M) such that

N is an irreducible component ofN (Y )�.
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14 BEN MOONEN

(c) There are integersk; l > 1 such that the morphism�(k+l)mjN :N !M(�k+l)
�

factors through
�
�kmjN

�
(� l):N (� l) !M(�k+l)

� .

Proof. Statement (i) is proven in [5]. In (ii), the implications (a)) (b)) (c)
are clear. Assume that (c) holds, and letN 0 be the image of�lmjN . ThenN 0 is

mapped into(N 0)(�
k) under�km:M(� l)

� !M(�k+l)
� . By (i), it follows thatN 0 is

a formal subtorus ofM(� l), compatible with�m. From the description of�m over
� it readily follows that

(�lm)�1(N 0
�
) �M�[p

lm] � N 0
�
; hence

N � (�lm)�1(N 0) �M�[p
lm] � N 0:

Because we assumedN to be irreducible we conclude that (a) holds. 2

3.3. At this point, let us set up the situation that we will study in the next sections.
Fix n > 3, and writeAg = Ag;1;n. We consider a closed, absolutely irreducible
algebraic subvarietyZ of Ag 
 F , whereF is a number field.

Next we introduce models in mixed characteristic. So, letp be a finite prime of
F with residue field� of characteristicp > 0, withp - n. WriteAg = Ag;1;n
 bOp,
and defineZ ,! Ag as the Zariski closure ofZ insideAg. We write bZ ,! bAg

for the formal completion along the ordinary locus in characteristicp, and for a
closed ordinary pointx 2 �Z 
 �(p)

��, let Zx ,! Ax overS = Spf(�) (with
� =W

�
�(x)

�
W (�(p))
bOp) be the formal completion atx.

DEFINITION 3.4. We say thatZ is formally linear at the closed pointx 2 �Z 

�(p)

�� if Zx is a formal subtorus ofAx. If all irreducible components ofZx have
the properties described in (ii) of Lemma 3.2 (w.r.t.Ax and�can) then we say that
Z is formally quasi-linear atx.

If Zx has at least one irreducible component which is a formal subtorus ofAx
(respectively the translate of a formal subtorus over a torsion point) then we say
thatZ has formally linear (respectively formally quasi-linear) components atx.

DEFINITION 3.5. LetX be an abelian variety of CM-type, defined over a number
fieldK. If p is a finite prime ofK then we say thatX is canonical atp if there exists
an abelian schemeXp over Spec(OK;p) with generic fibreX and ordinary special
fibreXp 
 �(p), such thatXp is the canonical lifting ofXp 
 �(p). We say that a
CM-point t 2 Ag;1;n(K) is canonical atp if the corresponding abelian variety has
this property.

3.6. Suppose thatZ has formally quasi-linear components at the closed ordinary
pointx. LetR be a complete local algebra which is finite and flat over�, and let̂t 2
Zx(R) be a torsion point. The formal abelian scheme over Spf(R) corresponding
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LINEARITY PROPERTIES OF SHIMURA VARIETIES, II 15

to t̂ is algebraizable, so we get an abelian schemeX = Xt over Spec(R), and t̂
extends to a sectiont 2 Z(R). It follows from Lemma 2.8 thatX is of CM-type.

Let bT be the collection of all pointŝt 2 Zx(R), whereR ranges over all
complete local domains, finite and flat over�, andt̂ is a torsion point ofZx(R).
Let T be the collection of corresponding pointst 2 Z(R). We claim thatT is
Zariski dense inZ. To see this, writeZ 0 � Z for the Zariski closure ofT . By
assumption, there is an irreducible componentC � Zx which is the translate of a
formal subtorus ofAx over a torsion point. From the definition of the setT we
see thatC is contained in the formal completion ofZ 0 atx. The claim follows by
a dimension argument:Z 0 andZ are flat over Spec( bOp) of relative dimensions
d0 6 d. Then the closed fibresZ 0 
 �(p) andZ 
 �(p) are equidimensional of
dimensiond0 andd respectively, andC � (Z 0)=fxg implies thatd0 = d. Since

Z 
 Q( bOp) is irreducible, the generic fibre ofZ 0 is equal toZ 
Q( bOp), and by
definition ofZ this implies thatZ 0 = Z.

LetQ = Q(R) denote the quotient field of a complete domainR as above, then
we have a collectionT of CM-pointst 2 Z(Q), corresponding to the characteristic
zero fibresXt of the abelian schemesXt. From the fact thatT is Zariski dense
in Z it follows thatT is dense inZ. Notice that the abelian varietiesXt are all
p-isogenous, i.e., given two torsion pointst̂ 2 Zx(R) and t̂0 2 Zx(R0) in the
collection bT , then over a common field extension ofQ(R) andQ(R0) the abelian
varietiesXt andXt0 are isogenous via an isogeny whose degree is a power ofp.
This is becauseXt andXt0 are CM-liftings of the same ordinary abelian variety in
characteristicp.

Choose one of the pointst 2 T , and consider the corresponding abelian variety
Xt. AsXt is of CM-type, it is defined over some number fieldKt � F , which we
take large enough so that all endomorphisms ofXt 
Kt are defined overKt. The
endomorphism ring End(Xt) is an order in End0(Xt). It has a well-determined
index in a maximal order of End0(Xt), which we call the conductor of End(Xt),
and which we denote byf(Xt).

Now choose a prime number` 6= p, with the following properties:

(�) ` does not divide the conductorf(Xt), i.e., End(Xt) is maximal at̀ ,

(��) the prime` splits completely in the endomorphism algebra End0(Xt), i.e.,
End0(Xt)
 Q` is a product of algebras Mm(Q`).

Possibly after first replacingKt by a finite extension,Xt has good reduction
Xt;l at all primesl above`. The fact that̀ splits completely in End0(Xt) implies
that the reduction is ordinary (using [32, Lem. 5]). By Lemma 2.8,Xt is isogenous
to the canonical lifting ofXt;l, so End0(Xt) = End0(Xt;l). The conductors of the
endomorphism rings can only differ by an`-power, see [24, Lem. 2.1], and it then
follows from the first condition oǹ that End(Xt) �= End(Xt;l). We conclude that
Xt is canonical at all primes ofKt abovè .
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As remarked, all abelian varietiesXt with t 2 T arep-isogenous. Therefore, the
above conditions oǹdo not depend on the chosent, and our conclusion is valid for
all Xt simultaneously. This shows that ifZ has formally quasi-linear components
at an ordinary pointx in characteristicp, then there is a different characteristic`
and a Zariski dense collectionT of CM-points t 2 Z(Kt) such that eachXt is
canonical at all primesl of Kt abovè .

We will now show that, conversely, this last property implies thatZ has formally
linear components at some of its ordinary points in prime characteristic.

PROPOSITION 3.7.LetZ, p, Z etc. be as in3.3. Suppose there is a collectionT
of CM-pointst 2 Z(Kt) (Kt a number field containingF ) which is Zariski dense
in Z (overF ). Also suppose that eachXt is canonical at some primeq ofKt above
p. Then there is a non-empty unionU of irreducible components of(Z 
 �(p))�

such thatZ has formally linear components at all closed pointsx 2 U .
Proof. For eacht, choose a primeq of Kt abovep such thatXt is canonical at

q. Write Rq = W (�(q)) 
W (�(p))
bOp, thenXt gives rise to anRq-valued point

tq: Spec(Rq)! Z, corresponding to the abelian schemeXt;q overRq.
LetN = plog(#�(p)). The automorphism�N of W (�(q)) lifts to an automor-

phism� of Rq. SinceXt;q is the canonical lifting ofXt;q 
 �(q), the morphism

FrobN :Xt;q 
 �(q)! �Xt;q 
 �(q)
�(pN )

lifts to a morphismFt:Xt;q ! X (�)
t;q over Spec(Rq). We consider this as a point

Ft 2 Isog�(Rq), whereIsog = Isog(pNg). DefineY � Isog� as the Zariski
closure over Spec( bOp) of these points.

For the projection maps pri: Isog� ! A�g we have pr1(Ft) = tq and pr2(Ft) =
tq � � , and since the pointstq (hence also the pointstq � � ) are Zariski dense
in Z� = Z \ A�g, it follows that pri (i 2 f1;2g) restricts to a finite surjective
morphism pri:Y ! Z�. Possibly after replacing the collection of CM-pointsT by
a subcollectionT 0 (which is still dense inZ), and replacingY by the Zariski closure
of the pointsFt with t 2 T 0, we may assume that, moreover, every irreducible
component ofY maps surjectively to an irreducible component ofZ�.

Write k = �(p). By construction,Y andZ� are flat over Spec( bOp) and, as
remarked above, the projections pri are finite. The closed fibresYk andZ�k are
therefore equidimensional of the same dimension, and every irreducible component
of Yk maps surjectively to an irreducible component ofZ�k .

We have seen before that there is a disjoint union of irreducible components
Ik � Isog�k classifying theN th power of Frobenius. ThenYk = Y 0k t Y 00k , where
Y 0k andY 00k are unions of connected components ofYk, chosen such thatY 0k � Ik
andY 00k \ Ik = ;. Now pr1jI :Ik ! A�g 
 k is an isomorphism and (by our choice

of N ) the composition pr2 � (pr1jI)
�1:A�g 
 k ! A�g 
 k is the identity on the

underlying topological space. The image ofY 0k under both projections toZ�k is
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therefore the same; call itZ�0k � Z�k . It is a union of irreducible components ofZ�k ,
which is non-empty because the special fibre of everyFt factors throughY 0k.

Next we look at formal completions. WritebY, bY 0 and bZ for the formal comple-
tions ofY,Y,Z alongYk,Y 0k andZ�k respectively. Notice that these formal schemes
are formally reduced, noetherian and adic, flat and of finite type over Spf( bOp), since
Y andZ� are excellent schemes (being of finite type over a complete local ring)
with the corresponding properties.

SinceY 0k andY 00k are disjoint, bY 0 is an open and closed formal subscheme ofbY. Let bZ = [�2A bZ� be the decomposition ofbZ into irreducible components. The
projectionsbpri: bY 0 ! bZ are finite (using [13, III, Cor. 4.8.4]), so by Lemma 1.6
we have

bpr1: bY 0 �! [
�2A1

bZ�; bpr2( bY 0) = [
�2A2

bZ�

for someA1 � A, A2 � A. Proposition 2.14 shows that the composition

bpr2 � ( bpr1)
�1:

[
�2A1

bZ� !
[

�2A2

bZ�

is the restriction of�N
can.

At this point we apply Lemma 1.7. We taket 2 T (the subcollection with which
we replaced the originalT ) corresponding to a point in the regular locus ofZ. This
is certainly possible, since the collectionT is Zariski dense inZ. We conclude that
there is a unique componentbZ�(t) � bZ with �(t) 2 A1 such that̂tq: Spf(Rq) !bZ factors throughbZ�(t). Let bY�(t) be the unique irreducible component withbpr1: bY�(t) �! bZ�(t). Sincetq = pr1 � Ft, the sectionF̂t: Spf(Rq) ! bY 0 factors

throughbY�(t). The image ofbY�(t) underbpr2 is some irreducible componentbZ�0(t)

through whichbpr2 � F̂t factors. Butbpr2 � F̂t = �̂ � t̂q: Spf(Rq)! bZ and,� being
an automorphism ofR, we see that̂tq factors throughbZ�0(t). By assumption we

have bZ�(t) = bZ�0(t). This shows that for everyt 2 T corresponding to a point

in the regular locus ofZ, the formal irreducible componentbZ�(t) is mapped into
itself under�N

can.
Let x be a closed point on the componentbZ�(t). The formal completion ofbZ�(t) at x is the union of a number of irreducible components, sayC1; : : : ;Cr of

Zx. If m is a suitable multiple of bothN and plog(#�(x)) then�m
can induces a

finite morphism�m
can:Ax ! Ax of formal schemes, and it follows from the above

that this maps[jCj � Ax onto itself. Then�m
can acts by permutations on the set

fC1; : : : ;Crg, so after replacingm by a suitable multiple it preserves allCj. By
Lemma 3.2 these irreducible componentsCj � Zx are therefore formal subtori of
Ax. 2
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COROLLARY 3.8.Let Z; p;Z = Zp be as in3.3 and supposeZp has formally
quasi-linear components at some closed ordinary pointx. Then there exist infinitely
many primesl ofOF such that the modelZl ofZ overSpec( bOl) is formally linear
at all closed pointsy in a non-empty open subset of

�Zl 
 �(l)
��.

Proof. We start as in 3.6. We have seen that for primes` satisfying conditions
(�) and (��), there is a Zariski dense collectionT of CM-pointst 2 Z(Kt) such
that eachXt is canonical at all primes ofKt abovè .

We consider primesl ofOF such that the residue characteristic` satisfies these
conditions (�) and (��) of 3.6, and such that no irreducible component ofZl
�(l)
is contained in the singular locus ofZl. This last condition excludes only finitely
many primesl. The modelZl being an excellent scheme, it follows that for generic
y 2 Zl
�(l), the completed local ringO^

y ofZl aty is regular. The corollary now
results from the previous proposition and the remark that(Zl)=fyg is irreducible if
O^
y is regular. 2

Remark 3.9.A posteriori we will get a much stronger conclusion, see
Theorem 4.5.

4. Formal linearity and subvarieties of Hodge type

4.1. Our main motivation for introducing the concept of formal linearity is its
relation to Shimura varieties, or rather to subvarieties ofAg;1;n of Hodge type. The
first main result in this direction was established in the Ph.D. thesis of Noot ([21],
see also [22]).

THEOREM 4.2 (Noot). (i)LetF be a number field, and letS ,! Ag;1;n 
 F be
a subvariety of Shimura type. Letp be a prime ofF abovep, and writeSp for the
Zariski closure ofS insideAg;1;n 
 bOp. Let x be a closed point in the ordinary
locus(Sp 
 �(p))�. ThenSp is formally quasi-linear atx. For p outside a finite
set� of primes ofOF , the formal completionSx of Sp at x is a union of formal
subtori ofAx. If S is non-singular then we can choose the (finite) set� such that
Sp for p =2 � is formally linear at all closed ordinary pointsx 2 (Sp 
 �(p))�.

(ii) Let S ,! Ag;1;n 
 F be a subvariety of Hodge type, and letSp andx be
as in (i). For p outside a finite set of primes ofOF , the formal completionSx is a
union of formal subtori ofAx.

For a proof of this result we refer to [21, Prop. 2.2.3] and [22, Th. 3.7]; see also
[18, Chap. III, Sect. 4].

The main theorem of this section is a converse to Noot’s theorem. Taken together,
the two results provide a characterization of subvarieties ofAg;1;n of Hodge type
in terms of formal linearity. Notice that Theorem 4.5 below is very similar to
Corollary 5.5 in Part I. Since we will actually reduce the proof of (4.5) to this
corollary, let us briefly recall its statement, as well as the method used to prove it.
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4.3. Let(G;X) be an arbitrary Shimura datum, and letK � G(A f ) be a torsion-
free compact open subgroup. In [19, Sect. 5] we have introduced a ‘Serre–Tate
group structure’ on the formal completion of ShK(G;X)C at an arbitrary closed
pointx. The definition works as follows.

The pointx lies in the image Sh0 of a uniformization mapu:X ! ShK(G;X),
which, by our assumption onK, is a topological covering. Choose~x 2 X with
u(~x) = x. We have a Borel embeddingX ,! �X = Gad(C )=P~x(C ), where
P~x � Gad

C is the parabolic subgroup stabilizing the point~x. Using the Hodge
decomposition ofgC with respect to Ad� h~x, we obtain a parabolic subgroup
P�~x � Gad

C opposite toP~x. Write U�~x for the unipotent radical ofP�~x , which is
isomorphic tobG da for d = dim(X). The natural mapU�~x (C ) ! �X gives an iso-
morphism ofU�~x (C ) onto its imageU � �X which is the complement of a divisor
D � �X.

On formal completions we obtain an isomorphism

U~x := U�~x =f1g
��! U=f~xg = �X=f~xg

u
��! Sh0

=fxg =: Shx

and in this wayShx inherits the structure of a formal vector group. This is our
Serre–Tate group structure overC . In this context we define the notion of formal
linearity analogous to the definition in 3.4.

In Part I we proved the following statement.

THEOREM (=[19, Cor. 5.5]). An irreducible algebraic subvariety
Z ,! ShK (G;X)C is of Hodge type if and only if(i) Z is formally linear at
some closed point, and(ii) Z contains a CM-point.

4.4. Let us sketch a proof of the ‘if’ statement in the theorem. (For details see [19,
Sect. 5].) So, assume thatZ is formally linear at the pointx and that, moreover,Z
contains a CM-point. Possibly after passing to a higher level of Sh(G;X), we may
assume thatK is torsion-free.

We compareZwith the smallest subvariety of Hodge typeS ,! ShK(G;X) con-
taining it. There is a closed immersion of Shimura data(M;Y) ,!
(G;X), a connected componentY � Y, and a class�K 2 G(A f )=K, such thatS
is the image ofY ��K in ShK(G;X). If �:G � Gad ,! GL(V ) is a representation
inducing a VHSV(�) over ShK(G;X), then�(M) is the generic Mumford–Tate
group ofV(�)jZ . Our goal is to prove thatZ = S.

Write uS :Y ! S for the uniformization map, and leteZ � Y be a connected
component ofu�1

S (Z). For simplicity, let us assume thateZ is analytically irre-
ducible. In the general case the argument is essentially the same, but notationally
more involved. The situation is summarized by the following diagram:
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~x 2 eZ � - Y � - X � X �

x
? 2 Z

?

� - S
?

uS

� - Sh0
?

� ShK(G;X)
?

[�; �K]
?

Choose an isomorphismU�~x
�= G da , and lett1; : : : ; td denote the corresponding

coordinates onU�~x . Theti, viewed as functions onU � �X, extend to global sections
ti 2 �( �X;L), whereL = O �X(k � D) for a suitablek > 0. This bundleL is a
Gad
C -bundle over�X . (Strictly speaking, this is not completely true:L is in general

only a projectiveGad
C -bundle. In this sketch of the argument we shall ignore this.)

DefineI = fs 2 �( �X;L) j s
jeZ = 0g, and writeV (I) for the zero locus ofI. From

the assumption thatZ is formally linear atx one deduces thateZ is an irreducible
component ofV (I) \X.

At this point we invoke a monodromy argument. Corresponding to the local
system underlyingV(�)jZ , we have a monodromy homomorphism�Z :�1(Z; x)!
�(M)(Q) � Gad(Q), and sinceL is aGad-bundle over�X this induces an action of
�1(Z; x) on�( �X;L). An easy lemma (see [19, Lem. 3.5]) shows that the subspace
I is stable under this action. It follows thatI is also stable under the action of the
Zariski closure of the image of�Z in �(M)C � Gad

C . However, sinceZ contains
a CM-point, it follows from a theorem of Y. André ([2, Prop. 2]) that this Zariski
closure is the full derived group�(M)der

C . (In this sketch of the argument it may
seem that one needs aregularCM-point for this, but this condition can be avoided.)
Consequently,V (I) \ X is stable under the action ofMder(R)+ , and since this
group acts transitively onY , it follows thatZ = S. 2

THEOREM 4.5.Let Z ,! Ag;1;n 
 F be an irreducible algebraic subvariety of
the moduli spaceAg;1;n, defined over a number fieldF . Suppose there is a prime
p ofOF such that the modelZ of Z (as in Section3.3) has formally quasi-linear
components at some closed ordinary pointx 2 (Z 
 �(p))�. ThenZ is of Hodge
type, i.e., every irreducible component ofZ 
F C is a subvariety of Hodge type.

Proof. We divide the proof in a number of steps.

Step 1.First we reduce to the case thatZ is absolutely irreducible andZ is
formally linear atx. Choose a finite extensionF 0 of F such that every irreducible
componentZ 0 ,! Ag;1;n 
 F 0 of Z 
F F

0 is absolutely irreducible. There exists a
componentZ 0 and a primep0 of OF 0 abovep, such that the modelZ 0 of Z 0 over
Spec( bOp0) has formally linear components at some pointx0 in the preimage ofx.
By the remarks in 1.3, it suffices to prove the theorem forZ 0. However, sinceZ 0

is absolutely irreducible, we can apply Corollary 3.8, and it follows that we may
even assume thatZ 0 is formally linear at the pointx0.
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From now on we may therefore assume thatZ is absolutely irreducible and that
Z is formally linear atx.

Step 2.Let us make 4.3 more explicit in the case(G;X) = (CSp2g;Q;H
�
g ).

The compact dualH_g of Hg is the flag variety ofg-dimensional subspaces of
C 2g which are totally isotropic for the (standard) symplectic form . Suppose
a1; : : : ; ag; c1; : : : ; cg is a symplectic basis forC2g , and writeF = Spanfc1; : : : ; cgg.
ThenH_g �= Sp2g;C =P (F), whereP (F) is the stabilizer ofF , which is a par-
abolic subgroup of Sp2g;C . Let P (F)� � Sp2g;C be the stabilizer ofF� =
Spanfa1; : : : ; agg, which is a parabolic subgroup opposite toP (F). The image
U of P (F)� in H_g is the complement of a divisorD.

In terms of flags,U is the open part ofH_g corresponding to flags of the form

FT = Span

0@(cj + nX
i=1

tij � ai
)
j=1;:::;n

1A ;
whereT = (tij) is a symmetricg � g matrix. The coefficientstij of the matrixT
are well-determined regular functions onU .

Suppose thatF corresponds to a point~x 2 Hg. We thus have a polarized Hodge
structureh~x:S! CSp2g;R on the spaceQ2g for whichF = Fil1~x(C

2g ) = (C 2g )1;0.
Assume, moreover, thatF� = (C 2g )0;1. In this case we see that the isomorphism
H_g =f~xg1

�= bG da giving rise to the Serre–Tate group structure as in 4.3, is given by
the coordinatestij, in the sense that it is obtained from the isomorphismU �=
Spec(C [tij ]=(tij � tji)) by formal completion at the point~x (with coordinates
tij = 0).

Step 3.Let �(x) be an algebraic closure of�(x), write W = W (�(x)), and
let � = W 
W (�(p))

bOp. For the rest of the proof we fix compatible embeddings
� ,! C andF ,! C . Using this, we obtain a moduli pointxcan

C 2 ZC of the
canonical lifting ofx. Write (X;�; �) for the triplet corresponding to the pointx
and(Xcan; �can; �can) for its canonical lifting.

Similar to the discussion in Section 2.6 (cf. 2.11), writeA = Ax b
� = Spf(A),
with A = �[[qij � 1]]=(qij � qji). Our assumption thatZ is formally linear atx
implies thatZ = Zx b
� can be described asZ = Spf(A=a) ,! A, wherea � A is
an ideal generated by elements of the form(

Q
ij q

mij

ij )� 1, withmij 2 Zp.
LetK be the quotient field of�. We have an isomorphism

K[[�ij]]=(�ij � �ji)
�! K[[qij � 1]]=(qij � qji);

given by �ij 7! log(qij). The element
P

ijmij�ij maps to
P

ijmij log(qij) =

log(
Q
ij q

mij

ij ), which, up to a unit inK[[qij�1]]=(qij�qji), is equal to(
Q
ij q

mij

ij )�1.
Using the chosen embedding of� into C , we obtain a ring homomorphism

A = �[[qij � 1]]=(qij � qji)! AC := C [[�ij ]]=(�ij � �ji)
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such that the idealaC = a � AC is generated by elements of the form
P

ijmij�ij ,
where the coefficientsmij (as above) are now viewed as elements ofC , via the
chosen embeddingZp � � ,! C .

In the ringA, let us consider the idealn generated by the elementsqij � 1,
and the maximal idealm = (n; p). The universal polarized deformationX ! A

is algebraizable, i.e., it is the formal completion along the closed fibre (= m-adic
completion) of an abelian schemeX ! Spec(A). Write X0 ! A0 for the formal
completion ofX=Spec(A) along the canonical lifting ofx. So:A0 = Spf(A), where
A is now considered with itsn-adic topology, andX0 is the formal completion of
X along the closed subschemeX 
A;ev0 � corresponding to the canonical lifting
of x. (Here ev0:A! � is the map ‘evaluation at the origin’ given byqij 7! 1.)

We claim that the modulesH = H1
DR(X=A) andH 0 = H1

DR(X
0=A0) are iso-

morphic asA-modules (not as topologicalA-modules), and that the notion of
horizontality is the same for the two modules. This follows from the fact thatH 0

and
cont
A=�

(continuous forms w.r.t. then-adic topology) are finitely generated over

A andA ism-adically complete.
Pulling back the formal abelian schemeX0 ! A0 via the continuous homomor-

phismA! AC (n-adic topology onA) thus yields a formal abelian schemeXC !
AC := Spf(AC ) for which we have a description of the de Rham cohomology in
terms of the elements�ij. Namely, there is a horizontal basisa1; : : : ; ag; c1; : : : ; cg
for theAC -moduleHC = H1

DR(XC =AC ) such that the Hodge flagF1 is spanned by
the elementscj +

P
i �ijai. The basisa1; : : : ; ag; c1; : : : ; cg is symplectic for the

alternating bilinear form onHC associated to the (pull-back of the) polarization�
onX.

Write XC ! Spec(AC ) for the pull-back ofX ! Spec(A) via A ! AC ; its
formal completion along the closed fibre isXC ! AC . The corresponding morphism
Spec(AC )! Ag;1;n
 C sends the point with coordinates�ij = 0 to the pointxcan

C ,
and it follows from the given description of the de Rham cohomology thatXC ! AC
is the universal deformation ofXcan

C . We thus have an isomorphism of Spf(AC )
with the formal completion ofAg;1;n 
 C at xcan

C . The comparison isomorphism
between de Rham and singular cohomology gives an isomorphismHC 
AC;ev0 C

�!
H1(Xcan; C ). Under this isomorphism the subspace Span(a1; : : : ; ag) 
AC;ev0 C

obtained from the ‘unit subcrystal’ (cf. 2.6), is mapped to H0;1(Xcan; C ) and the
Hodge flag Span(c1; : : : ; cg)
AC;ev0 C maps to H1;0(Xcan; C ).

Step 4.The assumption thatZ is formally linear atx implies that the pointx
lies in the locus where the structure morphismZ� ! Spec(�) is smooth. Since
this is an open locus, the same is true for the pointxcan, and by the results of [13,
Chap. IV, Sect. 17] it follows thatxcan

C is a non-singular point ofZC . We claim
that the isomorphism of Spf(AC ) with the formal completion ofAg;1;n 
 C atxcan

C

restricts to an isomorphism

ZC := Spf(AC =aC )
�! (ZC )=fxcan

C
g � (Ag;1;n 
 C )=fxcan

C
g: (1)
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First we remark that the composite morphism

Spec(AC =aC ) ,! Spec(AC )! Ag;1;n 
 C

factors throughZC . The closed formal subscheme Spf(AC =aC ) ,! (Ag;1;n 

C )=fxcan

C
g is therefore contained in(ZC )=fxcan

C
g. The pointxcan

C 2 ZC being non-
singular, the claim then follows from the fact that the dimensions ofAC =aC andZC
are equal.

Combining (1) with the description of the de Rham cohomology ofXC =AC as
in Step 3 and the remarks in Step 2, we conclude thatZC is formally linear at the
pointxcan

C , in the sense explained in 4.3. (Recall thataC is generatedlinear formsP
ijmij�ij .) By Corollary 5.5 of Part I (see above), this implies thatZC is of Hodge

type, which, after Step 1, was what we had to prove. 2

5. Oort’s conjecture

The following conjecture was formulated by Oort (cf. [23]). Notice that one could
formulate the conjecture for general Shimura varieties (in which case we would
use the terminology ‘special points’ rather than ‘CM-points’). Here, however, we
restrict our attention to moduli spaces of abelian varieties.

CONJECTURE 5.1 (Oort).Let Z ,! Ag;1;n 
 C be an irreducible algebraic
subvariety such that the CM-points onZ are dense for the Zariski topology. Then
Z is a subvariety of Hodge type, as defined in Section1.

Remark 5.2.In [1, Chap. X, Sect. 4], a number of problems are suggested, the
first of which is equivalent to the above conjecture for dim(Z) = 1. Notice that in
Part I, we gave a counterexample to loc. cit., Problems 2 and 3.

Let Z be a subvariety as in the conjecture. ThenZ is defined over a number
field, since it is the Zariski closure of a set of points which are rational overQ (even
over the unionQCM � Q of all CM-subfields). It follows from the results of the
previous sections (in particular Corollary 3.7 and Theorem 4.5) that the conjecture
is equivalent to the following statement.

CONJECTURE 5.3 (Variant of 5.1).Let F be a number field, and letZ ,!
Ag;1;n 
 F be an irreducible algebraic subvariety such that the CM-points on
Z are dense for the Zariski topology. Then there is a collectionT of CM-points
t 2 Z(Kt) (Kt a number field containingF ) and a prime numberp such that the
collectionT is Zariski dense inZ, and such that everyXt is canonical at a prime
qt ofKt lying overp.

Given an abelian varietyXt of CM-type over a number fieldKt we know that
Xt is canonical at infinitely many primes ofKt. However, it is not true that for
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any infinite collection of CM-pointst 2 Ag(Kt) there is always a prime number
p such that infinitely many of the abelian varietiesXt are canonical at a primeqt
abovep. For example, letE1; E2; : : : ; be elliptic curves of CM-type such that the
conductor of End(Ei) (see 3.6) is divisible by the firsti rational prime numbers.
By [24, Lem. 2.2] we conclude that for every given prime numberp, there are only
finitely manyEi which are canonical at a prime abovep. Of course this does not
provide a counterexample to the conjecture: the Zariski closure of our collection of
CM-pointsEi is the whole moduli spaceA1;1;n (assuming that theEi were equipped
with a leveln structure), which is certainly of Hodge type.

5.4. In the proof of the next result we will use the Galois representation on the
`-torsion and on the Tate-`-module of an abelian varietyX defined over a number
field. General theory about this can be found in [31], [26] and in the letters of Serre
to Ribet and Tate [28], [29]; part of the material of these letters is given in Chi’s
paper [4]. Here we only record some facts needed further on.

LetX be an abelian variety over a number fieldF , and write�`: Gal(Q=F )!
Aut(T`X) and�`: Gal(Q=F )! Aut(X(Q )[`]) for the Galois representation on its
Tate-̀ -module and its̀-torsion respectively. We writeG` for the algebraic envelope
of the image of�`. Its connected component of the identity is a reductive algebraic
group overQ` containing the groupGm � Id of homotheties. Its Lie algebra does not
change if we replaceF by a finite extension, butG` itself may be non-connected
and may become smaller after such an extension.

Choose an embedding�:F ! C , and writeV = H1(X�(C ); Q ) andV` =
T`X 
Z̀ Q` . There is a natural comparison isomorphismV` �= V 
 Q` , and, by
the results of Borovoi, Deligne and Piatetski-Shapiro (see [9]),G0

` is an algebraic
subgroup of MT(X�)
 Q` . The Mumford–Tate conjecture (stated in [20] and in a
more refined version in [30]) asserts that the two groups are equal.

It is known that the representation of MT(X�) on V is defined by miniscule
weights. By this we mean the following: first we write MT(X�)Q as the almost
direct product of its centerZ and a number of simple factorsM1; : : : ;Mr. Then
every irreducible submoduleW � V

Q
decomposes as a tensor productW �=

�
W1($1)
 � � � 
Wr($r), where� is a character ofZ, and whereWi($i) is
an irreducibleMi-module with highest weight$i (with respect to a chosen Borel
subgroup ofMi). The representationV is said to be defined by miniscule weights
if all weights$i are miniscule in the sense of [3, Chap. VIII, Sect. 7, No. 3].

An immediate consequence of the Mumford–Tate conjecture would be that the
representation ofG` onV` is also defined by miniscule weights. So far this has not
been proved in general1. However, Zarhin proved it under the additional assumption
thatX has ordinary reduction at a set of places of density 1; see [33, Th. 4.2].

1 This has recently been proven by Pink, see R. Pink,`-adic monodromy groups, cocharacters,
and the Mumford-Tate conjecture, J. reine angew. Math. 495 (1998), 187–237.
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LEMMA 5.5. LetK be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, letG be
a reductive algebraic group overK and letV be a finite-dimensional representation
ofG which is defined by miniscule weights. WriteV �=W d1

1 � � � � �W dm
m , where

W1; : : : ;Wm are mutually non-isomorphic irreducible representations ofG. If $
is a weight ofWi then it has multiplicitydi in the representationV . The total
number of different weights that occur in the representationV is therefore equal
to dim(W1) + � � �+ dim(Wm).

Proof. Supposeg is a simple Lie algebra overK, $ is a miniscule weight of
g (with respect to a chosen Cartan subalgebra) andW is an irreducibleg-module
with highest weight$. The lemma follows directly from the following two facts,
proven in [3, Chap. VIII, Sect. 7, No. 3]: (i) all weights ofW have multiplicity 1,
(ii) the Weyl group acts transitively on the set of weights ofW . 2

5.6. LetX be defined over the number fieldF , and letv be a finite place ofF
such thatX has good reduction atv. If ` - v then�` is unramified atv. By the
choice of a place�v of Q extendingv we get a well-determined action of a Frobenius
element�`(Fr�v) 2 Aut(V`X). Alternatively,X having good reduction atv means
that it extends to an abelian schemeXv over Spec(Ov), whose special fibreXv is
an abelian variety over the finite field�(v). Let�v be the Frobenius endomorphism
ofXv, which acts on the Tate moduleT`Xv . Via the choice of the place�v we get an
isomorphismT`X �= T`Xv, and the action of�v onT`X obtained in this manner
is given by the element�`(Fr�v).

Associated toXv there is an algebraic torusTv over Q, called a Frobenius
torus. As a module under Gal(Q=Q), its character groupX�(Tv) is isomorphic
to �v=Tors(�v), where�v � Q

� is the subgroup generated by the eigenvalues
of �`(Fr�v). This description determinesTv up to isomorphism. The choice of a
place�v as above induces an injective homomorphismTv 
Q` ,! G`. For more on
Frobenius tori we refer to [4, Sect. 3].

The following facts were proved by Serre (see [4]): (i) the rank ofG` does not
depend oǹ, (ii) we can replaceF by a finite extension such that all groupsG` and
all Frobenius toriTv (for placesv of good reduction) are connected, and (iii) after
replacingF by such an extension, there is a Zariski open and dense subsetU � G`

such that if̀ - v and�`(Fr�v) 2 U(Q`), thenTv 
 Q` is a maximal torus ofG` (the
set of placesv for which this holds thus has density 1).

THEOREM 5.7.Let (X;�; �) be a principally polarized abelian variety with a
Jacobi leveln structure, defined over a number fieldF . Suppose that for some
finite field extensionF � F 0, the set

P�(F 0) = ffinite placesv of F 0 j X 
 F 0 has good and ordinary reduction atvg
has Dirichlet density 1. For eachv 2 P�(F ) with residue characteristicpv not
dividingn, let (Xv ; �v; �v) be the reduction atv, and letxcan

v 2 Ag;1;n 
 Q be the
moduli point of its canonical lifting. DefineZ � Ag;1;n 
 Q as the Zariski closure
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of the setfxcan
v j v 2 P�(F ); pv - ng. ThenZ is a union of subvarieties of Hodge

type; more precisely:

ZQ =
[

�2Gal(Q=Q)

S(�) [ fs1; : : : ; srg;

whereS ,! Ag;1;n 
 Q is the smallest subvariety of Hodge type containing the
moduli point of(X;�; �)
F Q for some embeddingF ,! Q , and wheres1; : : : ; sr
(r 2 Z>0) are CM-points.

Proof. SupposeF 0 is a finite extension ofF such thatP�(F 0) has Dirichlet
density 1. LetF 00 be a Galois extension ofF 0 of degreed, and writeQ for the
set of primes ofF 0 which split completely inF 00=F 0. Using theČebotarev density
theorem we see that the setP�(F 0) \ Q has Dirichlet density 1=d, which means
that the functionX

p2P�(F 0)\Q

N(p)�s + 1=d � log(s� 1)

extends to a holomorphic function onfs 2 C j Re(s) > 1g. If R is the set of
primes ofF 00 lying overP�(F 0) \Q, then it follows that the functionX

p02R

N(p0)�s + log(s� 1)

also extends to a holomorphic function ofs for Re(s) > 1. Clearly,R � P�(F 00),
and almost all elements ofP�(F 00) n R have degree at least 2 overQ. It readily
follows from this thatP�(F 00) has Dirichlet density 1.

The preceding remarks show that, in proving the theorem, we may replaceF
by a finite extension. We claim that, after such an extension, there exists an infinite
subsetP 0 � P�(F ) and a primep of OF such that each of the abelian varieties
Xcan
v with v 2 P 0 is canonical at some primeq abovep. Before we prove this, let

us show how the result would follow from it.
So, suppose we have such a setP 0, and writeZ 0 � Z for the Zariski closure

of the corresponding set of CM-pointsfxcan
v j v 2 P 0; pv - ng. It follows from

Theorem 4.2 that almost all pointsxcan
v lie on

[�2Gal(Q=Q)S
(�) ,! Ag;1;n;

soZ 0
Q
� ZQ is contained in the union of[�2Gal(Q=Q)S

(�) and a finite number
of CM-points. On the other hand, from 3.7 and 4.5 we see that all irreducible
components ofZ 0 are of Hodge type. Therefore, we are done if we show that the
moduli pointxF of (X;�; �) lies onZ 0. This we can see as follows.

First we may replaceP 0 by an infinite subset such that its Zariski closureZ 0

is irreducible overQ. Over some open partU = Spec(Z[1=N ]) of Spec(Z), the
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point xF extends to a sectionx: Spec(OF [1=N ]) ! Ag;1;n. We defineZ 0 as the
Zariski closure ofZ 0 insideAg;1;n 
 Z[1=N ]. Then we have an infinite collection
P 00 = fv 2 Spec(OF [1=N ]) j v 2 P 0; pv - Ng such that (by construction) every

xv: Spec
�
�(v)

�! Ag;1;n 
 Z[1=N ]

with v 2 P 00 factors throughZ 0. Because the collectionP 00 is dense in
Spec(OF [1=N ]) it then follows thatx factors throughZ 0, which means thatxF is
a point ofZ 0. We conclude that the theorem follows if we can construct a setP 0 as
above.

From now on we use the notations and results discussed in 5.4 up to 5.6 above.
We replaceF by a finite extension such thatP�(F ) has Dirichlet density 1 and such
that the groupsG` and the Frobenius toriTv are connected (for all̀and all places
v whereX has good reduction). This implies that all endomorphisms ofX 
 Q

andXv 
 �(v) are defined overF and�(v), respectively. We writef = f(X) for
the conductor of the endomorphism ring End(X), i.e., the index of End(X) in a
maximal order of End0(X), and ifX has good reduction at a placev of F then we
simply write fv for the conductor of End(Xv).

Supposè is a prime number andv is an element ofP�(F ) such that̀ - fv
and such that̀ splits completely in the fieldQ(�v )norm � Q generated by the
eigenvalues of�v. We claim that under these assumptionsXcan

v (which is defined
over some number fieldK � F ) is canonical at all primes� of K abovè (where
we takeK large enough such thatXcan

v has good reduction at all primes ofK). In
fact, the assumption that` splits completely inQ(�v )norm implies that the reduction
Y� of Xcan

v modulo� is ordinary (using [32, Lem. 5]) and since` does not divide
the conductor of End(Xcan

v ), the endomorphism rings ofXcan
v andY� are the same

(see Lemma 2.8), soXcan
v is the canonical lifting ofY�. Therefore, we are done if

we show that there are primes` such that the set

P�(`) = fv 2 P�(F ) j ` - fv and` splits completely in the fieldQ(�v )normg
is infinite.

SupposeX 0 is an abelian variety which isF -isogenous toX, say by an isogeny
f :X ! X 0 of degreed. For a placev whereX andX 0 have good reductions
Xv andX 0

v, the associated fieldsQ
�
�(Xv)

�norm andQ
�
�(X 0

v)
�norm are naturally

isomorphic and there is an isogenyfv:Xv ! X 0
v of degreed, cf. [12, Chap. I,

Prop. 2.7]. It follows that for all̀ , the setsP�(`) associated toX andX 0 differ only
by finitely many elements. We may therefore assume thatX = Y m1

1 � � � � � Y mr
r ,

whereY1; : : : ; Yr are mutually non-isogenous simple abelian varieties overF and
m1; : : : ;mr are positive integers.

Choose a placev of F and a place�v of Q extendingv, such thatX has
good reduction atv and such thatTv 
 Q` � G` is a maximal torus for every
` 6= pv. Choose a primep with p 6= pv which splits completely in End0(X),
i.e., End0(X) 
 Qp is a product of matrix algebras overQp . Let Y be one of
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the simple factorsYi, let E be the center of End0(Y ), and letp1; : : : ; pe be the
primes ofOE abovep. By the choices we have made, End0(Y )
 Qp �= Md(Qp)

e

with e = [E : Q]. The representation�p of Gal(Q=F ) on VpY = TpY 
Zp Qp
decomposes as

VpY �= Vd1 � � � � � Vde ;

whereV1; : : : ;Ve are mutually non-isomorphic and absolutely irreducibleGp-
modules such thatE acts onVi through its completionEpi �= Qp . Write ~�p for the
representation ofGp onV1 � � � � � Ve.

LetPv(t) = det(t�Id� ~�p(Fr�v) j V1�� � ��Ve) be the characteristic polynomial
of ~�p(Fr�v), which has coefficients inZ.We define�Y 2 Zas the discriminant of the
polynomialPv(t), and we put�X = �Y1 � � � �Yr . We observe that�X 6= 0. In fact,
the eigenvalues of~�p(Fr�v) are the elements$(�v) 2 Q p, where$ runs through the
set of weights (counted with multiplicities) of~�p with respect to the maximal torus
Tv
Qp . SinceTv is generated by the element�v, we have$(�v) = $0(�v) if and
only if $ = $0. By Zarhin’s result [33, Th. 4.2], the representation�p is defined
by miniscule weights, and using Lemma 5.5 we conclude that all eigenvalues of
~�p(Fr�v) have multiplicity 1, hence�X 6= 0.

Next we consider prime numbers̀satisfying the following conditions: (i)
` splits completely in End0(Xv), (ii) ` - �X � f(X). We claim that for every
such ` the setP�(`) is infinite. To see this, consider the representation�` of
Gal(Q=F ) on X(Q )[`], and write = �`(Fr�v) 2 Aut(X(Q )[`]) �= GL2g(F`),
whereg = dim(X).

As above, letY be one of the simple factors ofX, and writeY for the
restriction of to Y (Q )[`]. The assumption that` - f(X) implies that End(Y )
Z`
is a maximal order of End(Y ) 
 Q` , which by (i) is isomorphic to Md(Q`)e.
Thus End(Y ) 
 Z` �= Md(Z`)

e, and we conclude from this that there exists a
decomposition of the Tate module (as aZ`-module with an action of Gal(Q=F ))

T`Y = Td1 � � � � � Tde;

whereTi is a freeZ`-module of rank 2� dim(Y )=ed andTi 
 Q` is an absolutely
irreducible representation ofG`. The above argument shows that all eigenvalues
of Fr�v on (T1� � � � � Te)
 Q ` have multiplicity 1. Moreover, assumption (i) on`
implies that all these eigenvalues lie inZ`. Now

Y (Q )[`] �= �(T1=`T1)� � � � � (Te=`Te)
�d

and we assumed that` - �X , so the 2 dim(Y )=d different eigenvalues of Fr�v are
also different modulò . It follows thatY 2 Aut(Y (Q )[`]) �= GL2 dim(Y )(F`) is
diagonalizable overF` with eigenvalues all of multiplicityd.

Now we start working backwards. Supposew is a place in the setP�(F ), and �w
is an extension ofw to Q , such that̀ 6= pw, and�`(Fr�w) = . Since Aut

�
X(Q )[`]

�
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is finite andP�(F ) has density 1, there are infinitely many such placesw, by the
Čebotarev density theorem. Therefore, the proof is finished if we show that all such
w lie in the setP�(`), i.e.,` - fw and` splits completely in the fieldQ(�w )norm.

First we reduce to the case thatX = Y is absolutely simple. SinceQ(�w )norm is
the compositum of the fieldsQ(�Yi ;w)

norm associated to the simple factorsYi, the
prime ` splits completely inQ(�w )norm if and only if it splits completely in each
of the fieldsQ(�Yi ;w)

norm. Also, we claim that̀ j fw if and only if ` divides one
of the factorsfw(Yi). In the ‘if’ direction this is clear, so let us assume that` does
not divide any of the factorsfw(Yi). SupposeA � Yi;w andA0 � Yj;w are simple
factors which are isogenous. Then End0(A) = End0(A0) is a CM-field (sinceA
andA0 are ordinary) and, by assumption, both orders End(A) and End(A0) are
maximal at̀ . Using Tate’s theorem that Hom(A;A0)
Z`

�! HomGal(T`A; T`A
0)

we conclude thatA andA0 are prime-to-̀ isogenous. From this remark and our
assumption thatX is the product of the factorsY mi

i it then follows that̀ does
not divide fw = fw(X). From now on we may therefore assume thatX = Y is
absolutely simple.

The characteristic polynomialPw(t) of the action of Fr�w onT1� � � � � Te has
coefficients inZ. Modulo ` it is a product of linear factors, and all zeroes have
multiplicity 1. By Hensel’s lemma,Pw(t) = (t��1) � � � (t��u) in Z`[t], with all

�i 2 Z` different andu = 2�dim(Y )=d. LetY (1)
w ; : : : ; Y

(s)
w be the simple factors of

the reductionYw, and let�(i)w be the Frobenius automorphism ofY (i)
w . Then` splits

completely in each of the fieldsQ(�(i)w )norm � Q generated by the eigenvalues of

�
(i)
w , hence it splits completely inQ(�w )norm. Finally, the eigenvalues�i of Fr�w on

T1� � � � � Te are all different andT`Y �= (T1� � � � � Te)
d, so we get

End(Yw)
 Z`
�= EndFr �w(T`Y )

�= Md(Z
u
`) ,! Md(Q

u
` )

�= EndFr �w(V`Y )
�= End(Yw)
 Q` ;

and we see that̀ - fw. This finishes the proof. 2

Remark 5.8.(i) It was conjectured by Serre in [29] thatP�(F ) has density 1 for
all abelian varieties over a number fieldF , whereF should be taken large enough
such that the groupsG` are connected.

(ii) It is easy to see that in the statement of the theorem, we must allow a finite
number of ‘exceptional’ CM-pointss1; : : : ; sr.

6. The canonical lifting of a moduli point

6.1. So far we only considered canonical liftings of ordinary abelian varieties over
a finite field. However, we can associate a moduli pointxcan 2 Ag;1;n 
 Q to any
pointx 2 (Ag;1;n
Fp)

�. Namely, write�(x) for the residue field ofx, and let�(x)
be an algebraic closure. Sincex is an ordinary moduli point, we have a canonical
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lifting of sx: Spec
�
�(x)

� ! Ag;1;n to a sections: Spec
�
W (�(x))

� ! Ag;1;n, and
we definexcan as the image unders of the generic point of Spec

�
W (�(x))

�
. The

pointxcan is easily seen to be independent of any choices.
In order to understand the behaviour of the canonical lifting under specialization,

we have to generalize our notion of canonical lifting to abelian schemes over a
perfect ring. This is done as follows.

Let R be a domain of characteristicp > 0 with fraction fieldK. Write Kperf

for the perfect closure ofK, and letRperf be the integral closure ofR in Kperf,
which is a perfect closure ofR. The ringW (Rperf) of Witt vectors is a domain,
complete and separated for thep-adic topology, andW (Rperf)=p �= Rperf. Suppose
X0 ! Spec(R) is an ordinary abelian scheme. By extending scalars we get an
ordinary abelian schemeX over Spec(Rperf), and becauseRperf is a perfect ring of
characteristicp, thep-divisible groupX[p1] is the direct sumX[p1] = X[p1]��
X[p1]�et of a toroidal and ańetale part. These summands each have a unique lifting
to ap-divisible group, sayG�andG�et respectively, over Spec(W (Rperf)), using [13,
IV.18.3.4] and Cartier duality. Applying a theorem of Serre and Tate (see [15]), we
get a liftingXcanofX over Spec

�
W (Rperf)

�
whosep-divisible group isG��G�et.

This construction is functorial in the obvious sense. For example, ifm � R is a
maximal ideal then the quotient homomorphismR � � = R=m naturally extends
to a homomorphismRperf � �perf and we get a canonical mapW (Rperf) !
W (�perf). It is clear from the construction thatXcan
W (Rperf) W (�perf) is the
canonical lifting ofX0
R �. Likewise,Xcan
W (Rperf) W (Kperf) is the canonical
lifting of X0 
R K.

LEMMA 6.2. Letx, y be points of(Ag;1;n
Fp)
� such thatx specializes toy. Then

xcan specializes toycan.
Proof. (See also [25, Proof of Lemma 1.3].) LetOy be the local ring ofAg;1;n


Fp at y, and letpx � Oy be the prime ideal corresponding to the pointx. Let
R = Oy=px, then we have an ordinary abelian schemeX overRperf, and, as just
explained, we can form a canonical liftingXcan of X over Spec

�
W (Rperf)

�
. The

lemma readily follows from the functoriality of this construction (as explained
above). 2

LEMMA 6.3. Let W be ap-adically complete and separated domain such that
p 2 W is prime. LetI be an index set, and letfp� � W j � 2 Ig be a
collection of prime ideals such thatp =2 p�. Assume that the intersection of the
idealsq� = (

p
p+ p� modp) in W=p is the zero ideal. Then the setfp� j � 2 Ig

is Zariski dense inSpec(W ).
Proof. If f 2 \�2Ip� then(f modp) 2 \�2Iq� = (0), hencef = p � f 0 for

somef 0 2 W . Sincep =2 p� we havef 0 2 \�2Ip�, and by induction we then see
thatf 2 pn �W for everyn. AsW is p-adically separated, this impliesf = 0. 2
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PROPOSITION 6.4.Let x 2 (Ag;1;n 
 Fp)
�, and defineZ ,! Ag;1;n 
 Q as the

Zariski closure of its canonical liftingxcan. ThenZ is a subvariety of Hodge
type.1

Proof. LetY ,! Ag;1;n
 Fp be the Zariski closure ofx, and consider the setY
of closed ordinary points ofY . If Z 0 ,! Ag;1;n
 Q is the Zariski closure of the set
fycan j y 2 Yg then by Lemma 6.2 we haveZ 0 � Z. First we show thatZ andZ 0

are in fact equal.
LetU = Spec(B) � (Ag;1;n 
 Fp)

� be an affine open subscheme withx 2 U .
WriteC = U \ Y = Spec(B=J), thenC is irreducible andx 2 C. The ringR =
B=J is a domain of finite type overFp . As above, letRperf be a perfect closure ofR,
letW (Rperf) be its ring of Witt vectors, and letscan: Spec

�
W (Rperf)

�! Ag;1;n
Zp

be the canonical lifting ofs: Spec(Rperf) ! (Ag;1;n 
 Fp)
�. If m � Rperf is a

maximal ideal with quotient fieldk = Rperf=m, then the morphismg: Spec(k) !
Spec(Rperf) lifts to W (g): Spec

�
W (k)

� ! Spec(W (Rperf)), andscan �W (g) is
the canonical lifting ofs � g.

Let fm� j � 2 Ig be the set of maximal ideals ofRperf. For each� 2 I the
kernel ofW (Rperf) ! W (Rperf=m�) is a prime idealp� � W (Rperf). Clearly,
the collectionfp� j � 2 Ig satisfies the assumptions of the previous lemma, and
therefore it is Zariski dense in Spec

�
W (Rperf)

�
. By construction, everyp� maps

intoZ 0 underscan. It follows thatxcan also maps intoZ 0, henceZ = Z 0.
We thus have an irreducible algebraic subvarietyZ ,! Ag;1;n
 Q with a dense

collection of CM-points (namely the pointsycan) which are all canonical at some
prime in characteristicp. Applying Corollary 3.8 we conclude that the modelZ of
Z overZp is formally linear at some of its ordinary points, and by Theorem 4.5 we
conclude thatZ is of Hodge type. 2

Our final results are joint work with A. J. de Jong and F. Oort. The results were
announced in [23], where also a sketch of the arguments was given. We keep the
above notations, i.e., we fix an integern > 3 and we consider an ordinary (but
not necessarily closed) moduli pointx 2 Ag;1;n 
 Fp . The problem that we are
interested in is to compare

tr:deg:Fp�(x) = dim(fxgZar) and tr:deg:Q�(x
can) = dim(fxcangZar):

We have an inequality tr:deg:Fp�(x) 6 tr:deg:Q�(x
can). Our result shows that in

general the two numbers are not equal. Before we state the precise result, we
introduce some notations and we formulate a lemma.

Let R be a ring such thatn is invertible inR. Given a morphismf :S !
Ag;1;n 
 Spec(R) of schemes overR, we simply writeXS for the corresponding
abelian scheme overS, if it is clear which morphismf we take. Let�s be a geometric
point ofS, and let̀ be a prime number which is invertible inR. The polarization on

1 This result was obtained independently by M. Nori (unpublished).
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X�s induces a non-degenerate alternating bilinear form'` onT`X�s, and the image
of the monodromy representation

�S :�1(S; �s) �! Aut(T`X�s)

is an `-adic Lie subgroupG` = G`(S) of CSp(T`X�s; '`). Via the choice of a
symplectic basis forT`X�s we can identifyG` with a subgroup of CSp2g(Z`). If S
is connected then, up to conjugation, the groupG`(S) is independent both of the
chosen basis and the choice of the base point�s.

If x is a point of Ag;1;n then we writeG`(x) for G`
�
Spec(�(x))

�
. Write

S = fxgZar for the Zariski closure offxg insideAg;1;n, then the monodromy
representation�Spec(�(x)) factors through�S, henceG`(x) = G`(fxgZar). From this
we see that ifx specializes to a pointy, thenG`(y) is conjugated to a subgroup of
G`(x).

LEMMA 6.5. Given a positive integerg and two different prime numbersp and`,
not dividingn, there exists an irreducible curveC � Ag;1;n
Fp such thatC meets
the ordinary locus(Ag;1;n 
 Fp)

� andG`(C) = Sp2g(Z`).
Proof. Choose a primitiventh root of unity inFp. We will constructC as a

subvariety of the moduli spaceA = Ag;1;(n)
Z[�n;1=n] Fp of abelian varieties with a
symplectic leveln structure, which can be identified with an irreducible component
of Ag;1;n 
ZFp.

First we remark that, for some fixed, sufficiently large integerm, it suffices to
construct an irreducible curveC which intersects the ordinary locus and for which
G`(C) maps surjectively to Sp2g(Z=`

m). (In fact, for` 6= 2 we can takem = 2; for
` = 2 we takem = 3. We omit the proof of this fact; a similar statement can be
found in [30, Chap. IV, 3.4]).

Consider the Galois covering

g:A0 = Ag;1;(`mn) 
 Fp ! A = Ag;1;(n) 
 Fp;

which has Galois group Sp2g(Z=`
m). Write d = g(g + 1)=2, which of course is

the dimension ofA. By first choosing an embeddingA ,! PN and then projecting
from a sufficiently general linear subvariety of codimensiond+ 1, we can find an
affine open subschemeU � A for which there exists a finite morphismf : U ! A d .
Write U0 for the inverse image ofU in A0.

Starting from the morphismf � g:U0 ! A d and applying [14, Th. 6.3]d � 1
times, we find a lineL � A d such that(f � g)�1(L) is an irreducible curve in
U0. LetC � A andC 0 � A0 be the Zariski closure off�1(L) and(f � g)�1(L),
respectively. The diagram
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C 0 � - A0

C

gjC0

?

� - A
?

g

is Cartesian andC andC 0 are irreducible curves. It follows thatgjC0 :C 0 ! C is
a Galois covering with group Sp2g(Z=`

m). By what was said before, this implies
thatC has the required properties. 2

THEOREM 6.6 (A. J. de Jong, B. M., F. Oort).Given a prime numberp not divid-
ingn and an integerg > 1, there exists a fieldk of characteristicp and ak-valued
ordinary moduli pointx 2 A�g;1;n(k) such that

tr:deg:Fp�(x) = 1 and tr:deg:Q�(x
can) =

g(g + 1)
2

:

Proof. We take a curveC � Ag;1;n 
 Fp as in the lemma. Forx 2 Ag;1;n 

Fp we take the generic point ofC, which is an ordinary moduli point. Clearly,
tr:deg:Fp�(x) = 1.

By Proposition 6.4, the Zariski closureZ of the pointxcan 2 Ag;1;n 
 Q is a
subvariety of Hodge type. We are done if we show that it is equal toAg;1;n 
 Q.
To see this we use that, by construction, the monodromy representation ofZ has a
‘large’ image.

Write Z for the Zariski closure ofZ over Spec(Zp), and let�� be a geometric
point ofZ which factors through the generic point�. Then� specializes tox, and
asG`(x) � Sp2g(Z`) (by construction ofC) we have Sp2g(Z`) � G`(�) = G`(Z).

Next we choose a number fieldF such that there exists anF -rational pointz 2
Z(F ). If �z is a geometric point factoring throughz then we have a homomorphism
z�: Gal(Q=F ) ! �1(Z; �z), which is a section on Gal(Q=F ) of the natural map
�1(Z; �z)! Gal(Q=Q).

Let M be the generic Mumford–Tate group onZ, and writeZ = Z 
Q

Q . The homomorphisms�Z :�1(Z; �z) ,! �1(Z; �z) ! CSp(T`X�z; '`) and � �
z�: Gal(Q=F ) ! CSp(T`X�z; '`) both factor throughM(Q`). We conclude that
there is a subgroup of finite index� � �1(Z; �z) such that�(�) � M(Q`) �
CSp2g(Q`). SinceM
Q` is an algebraic subgroup of CSp2g
Q` with Gm �Id �M ,
and since Sp2g(Z`) � G`(Z) we conclude thatM = CSp2g 
 Q andZ = Ag;1;n.
This finishes the proof. 2
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